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Well, what has been happening at your Institute since the April 

2020 edition? 

It is truly amazing what can be achieved on-line and we have been as busy as 
ever; the administration of courses has been difficult but achievable even un-
der the current coronavirus issues. 

Online activity has 
been significant and 
webinars and zoom 
technical sessions have 
been well attended. 
The anodising and 
electroplating of alu-
minium (see pictures 
either side) has been 

well covered by these sessions and can be revisited at our YouTube site ; the 
address is on p.2 
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IMF DIARY 

4th SEPTEMBER 2020 

Distance Learning  Start Date 

(but you can enrol from 1st AUGUST) 

karen@materialsfinishing.org  

UPCOMING WEBINARS 

14th July 2020 

Sacrificial Coatings 

18th August 2020 

Zinc, Zinc Alloy & Cadmium Plating 

22nd September 2020  

Plant & Equipment 

20th October 2020 

 

https://youtube.com/channel/UC 

GAPqt37unEQaUHn8dSu5A?view as=subscriber 
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SECRETARY GENERAL’S COLUMN JUNE 2020 

 

 Secretary General’s Column, June 2020  
 
What a strange past 2 months we have lived through; I hope everyone 
has managed to stay fit and well and coped with whatever version of 
“self-isolation” they have imposed upon themselves. 
 
Here in a rural village in Herefordshire, life has been a little lonely, but 
we seem to have escaped the worse that Covid-19 could have thrown at 
us. We now have the “Two Metre Distance” dance in the local shops, 
which I’m sure could become a new discipline on “Strictly”! 
 
Adaption to working from home was not as hard as thought, but the 
“curse of Zoom” is amongst us; up to six a day is getting a bit much! 
 
I do hope the recent easing of both work and social gatherings will help 
our economy get back on its feet. I think a bit of a “well done” should be extended to the Government, for their willing-
ness to put money into the furlough scheme and to help the self-employed. I appreciate it has been hard for many of us 
to maintain our financial position, but when you look at how the American people have suffered financially in compari-
son, I am sure we can be very grateful! 
 
What is needed now is a push to get our manufacturing industries back up and running, hopefully towards where we 
were at the turn of the year. I know this will take a lot of effort on everyone’s behalf, but I am sure we all want this to 
succeed without the need for too many job losses.  
 
You will be pleased to know that Exeter House has now “re-opened” for business, with both Helen and Karen now 
working there for 4 days a week. They obviously are respecting social distancing and have put together a working re-
gime to take account of all Government guidelines and conducted the necessary risk assessment! The office does how-
ever still stay closed to visitors at this time; we must wait and see what new instructions are issued by the Government 
before we can consider changes to this rule. Board meetings, and committee meetings will continue through the dread-
ed zoom, and it is pleasing to note that our Southern Branch colleagues continue to organise both their webinars, and a 
virtual seminar. 
 
It is of great joy to note that our sales of training courses have con-
tinued, almost unabated, through these strange days, with a much 
greater return than anyone was expecting. So well done Karen for 
your sterling efforts! 
 
So, it’s great to be able to report that our Institute continues to 
thrive through these very weird times. Please continue to support 
the Institute by promptly paying your subscriptions for membership 
when the letter pops through your door early next month! 
 
Keep well; stay safe! 
 
Graham Armstrong 
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Ken’s Garage  
 

 

During the current COVID 19 lockdown many of us have turned to sorting out areas that we 

have perhaps avoided for many years in favour of higher priority demands, I like many have 

been one of those people. 

My most recent and pleasing find were the items below which were originally coated by some 

of my customers more than 30 years ago and taken from their production lines for us to exhib-

it at IWEX, the major Water utilities and supply chain exhibition at the NEC Birmingham. 

I was then the coating powder supplier and remember explaining how when applied correctly 

it would meet the WIS 4-52-01 standard and the Euro norm of 25 

years buried life without failure. 

These items have not been buried BUT have been in the garage 

buried under lots of tools and all manner of DIY remnants. It is 

clear to see that they are just the same as the day they were 

coated, the fasteners all run freely down the threads and in fact 

the small backing ring at the front had an adhesion test cross 

hatch done at the exhibition and it still passes the test today. 

So what does this show us? 

1. When working with coatings SPECIFY the Quality you want, don’t simply say ‘coat this’ 

2. Always work to the QC program and inspect, inspect, inspect and TEST. 

3. Ensure your staff are well trained and supported, not JUST following procedures.  

4. Select your coating with the very best advice and to suit the required life duration. 

5. Let your success be your company development and marketing strategy 

All articles coated in Rilsan® Polyamide 11 from ARKEMA 

In the last 30 years many coatings have developed and grown with regards to performance 

and the selection available is now quite considerable, this makes it incredibly important for 

both specifiers and coaters to have access to the latest information and advice BEFORE putting 

the design to manufacture, designing for the coating operation can be as important as the 

design itself if the all the final properties are to be met. 

Ken Griffiths FIMF,MICorr, C Dip AF. 
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COMMITTEES and GROUPS (i) 

 

IMF Science Committee  

Surface engineering underpins over50% of the UK’s total manufacturing sector and the IMF is 

the only professional body embracing its associated technologies. 

The role of the IMF Science Committee is to promote and encourage both technical and sci-

entific innovation in surface engineering that will enhance both their status and that of our 

industry.  We help our members seek funding, as well as support and, if necessary, prospec-

tive partners.  We also encourage dissemination, exploitation and commercialisation of any 

new technologies developed by our members. 

Through the Science Committee, the Institute is at the heart of UK Government and we ac-

tively promote surface engineering at the highest political levels.  We are an Associate Mem-

ber of the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee and our representative sits on one of its 

standing committees. 

We also help our membership seek Government backed funding for their R&D activities and 

if necessary, will help prepare funding applications.  In recent times, we have also: 

• advised our members in developing new surface coating methods; 

• matched members to obtain research grants for the development of advanced coatings 

and membranes; 

• assisted our membership pursue and commercialise new processes; 

• become a member of an advisory board for an EU funded projects. 
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COMMITTEES and GROUPS (ii) 

 

Institute of Materials Finishing Publications Committee 

One of the major aims of the Institute is the dissemination of technical infor-

mation for materials finishing, surface treatment and surface engineering.  

This is achieved through the publication of the Institute’s own official journal, 

Transactions.  Published six times a year, Transactions holds a pre-eminent 

position as a source of technical information world-wide.  It is divided into two 

sections, the Bulletin section reports on items of industrial interest to the In-

stitute membership whilst the main section of the journal publishes peer re-

viewed papers from around the world which reflect the latest research and 

technological trends in materials finishing. 

The Publications Committee’s role is to maintain the high standards achieved 

in Transactions and to ensure the effective dissemination of knowledge.  The 

publication’s Editorial Board is responsible to the 

Honorary Editor-in-Chief for the quality of all pa-

pers submitted for publication and helps in 

attracting quality contributions from world-wide 

sources.  

The committee also helps to establish links with 

similar organisations from around the world.  In 

recent years the European Academy of Surface 

Technology (EAST) has begun to use Transactions 

as its preferred route to report news to its mem-

bership on a regular basis. 
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SOUTHERN BRANCH 
 

“Virtual” Seminar on Anodising 
 

Given by the Southern Branch of the Institute of Materials Finishing 

 

The Southern Branch of the IMF host two seminars a year, May and October, but because 
of the Coronavirus situation, the May event was not going to be possible. 
With the advent of new computer technology, it was decided to hold our very first “Virtual” 
Seminar on the subject of anodising. 
 
As you may or may not know, the IMF hold webinars usually on a monthly basis. It was de-
cided to hold the Anodising webinar in conjunction with the Southern Branch Seminar and 
invite people to attend so that we could test the water on this new technology. 
 
This did bring a good deal of interest for the seminar and gave people the opportunity from 
all over the UK to attend whereas normally, with the seminars being held in the South, it is 
often difficult for people to travel especially as it is held in the evening. 
 
The anodising webinar was given as a PowerPoint presentation and covered the under-
standing of how anodising works, how the porous cell grows during the anodising process 
and how the capability of colouring the anodised aluminium works. 
 
The second speaker was Phil Alexander who gave a talk on the practical side of anodising, 
highlighting some of the pitfalls to look out 
for and also some of the tricks of the trade 
which are not found in the books on the sub-
ject. 
 
The Southern Branch felt that the evening 
went well and will more than likely repeat 
the idea in September. 
 

J Burgess (Publicity for the Southern Branch) 


